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Philosophic Exchange comes to Digital Commons at Brockport

*The journal, which has a long history with The College at Brockport, went from a subscription based model to an open access model and uses the professional publishing tools available in Digital Commons at Brockport to broaden its readership.*

Philosophic Exchange is published by the Center for Philosophic Exchange, at The College at Brockport. The Center for Philosophic Exchange was founded by SUNY Chancellor Samuel Gould in 1969 to conduct a continuing program of philosophical inquiry, relating to both academic and public issues. Each year the Center hosts four speakers, and each speaker gives a public lecture that is intended for a general audience. It has been publishing these lectures continuously since 1970, and its editors are Dr. Gordon Barnes and Gregory Toth.

Digital Commons at Brockport, is a product of bepress, formerly the Berkeley Electronic Press, and was originally an academic journal publisher. As such, they have tools that allow editors to seamlessly conduct peer review, upload content and communicate with their readers.

If you would like to find out more about publishing through Digital Commons at Brockport, contact Kim Myers.
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